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Co-clustering problem

� Simultaneously cluster rows (instances) and 

columns (features) 

� Allows to deal with sparse data

� Improves clustering  result  

� Old Idea (Hartigan [1], etc) but has 

drawn recent attention. 

� Text Mining: Document Classification

� Bio-Informatics : DNA chip analysis

� Widely used techniques :

� Matrix Decomposition (BVD) [2]

� Information theoretic (ITCC) [3]

� Graph based (RSN) [4]
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How to implement efficiently

� When functions Fs is defined as a product

Fs(mij,mkl)  = mij .mkl

� At any given iteration t,

“x” here represents the Hadamard matrix product

� Complexity O(N3) like any other classical similarity measure (cosine, Euclidean, etc)

SRt=MT.SC(t-1).Mx�R    ∀i,j ∈[1,r],  �Ri,j = 1 / (|mi| |mj|) Eq (1)

SCt=M.SR(t-1).M
Tx�R    ∀i,j ∈[1,r],  �Ci,j = 1 / (|mi| |mj|) Eq (2)

Experimental Results

� Corpus

� Newsgroup (M2, M5, M10, NG1, NG2, NG3)  and SMART (Classic3)

� Methodology

� Generate matrices SR and SC

� Generate clusters using Hierarchical clustering (ward’s linkage)

� Evaluate result using Precision value  (Pr) and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)

Graphical Meaning of an iteration

� Matrix M can be seen as a bipartite graph

� First Iteration: direct occurrences

� Second Iteration: Second order occurrences

� …
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� 3-4 iterations are enough [5]

� Classical similarity as a sum of the similarities between features

� Extension  to all pairs

Proposed method:   -Sim χχχχ

Sim(mi,mj) = Fs (mi1,mj1) + Fs(mi2,mj2) +…+ Fs(mic,mjc)

Sim(mi, mj) = Fs(mi1,mj1).sc11 + Fs(mi1,mj2).sc12 +…+ Fs(mi1,mjc).sc1c + 

Fs(mi2,mj1).sc21 + Fs(mi2,mj2).sc22 +…+ Fs(mi2,mjc).sc2c +

•••

Fs(mic,mj1).scc1 + Fs(mic,mj2).scc2 + … + Fs(mic,mjc).sccc
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� Normalize by the maximum possible value which is the  product 

of length of document vector or term vector

� Row similarity is given by

� Column similarity is given by

where  |mi| = length of document i

and  |mi| =number of documents featuring word I

� Normalization insures that the simimarity value is in [0,1]

∀i,j ∈1..r,  sri,j = Sim(mi, mj) / (|mi| |mj|)

∀i,j ∈1..c,  sci,j = Sim(mi, mj) / (|mi| |mj|)

�ormalization

-Sim Algorithmχχχχ
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Conclusion

� New approach to use co-similarity for co-clustering

� Allows to use various similarity based clustering methods

� No need to define number of word clusters

� Good results even on smaller number of examples


